Complete Supplier Administration QRG

Introduction
The eQAF tool is an e-enabled Quote Analysis Form (QAF). It is an easy to use web based tool which
is accessed via the Covisint JLR Supplier Portal. This tool will make it easier to complete and submit
your quote, and ensure that the data is consistent, easily accessible and stored securely. This Quick
Reference Guide covers:
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Supplier Administration activities can only be completed by the System Administrator; this role will
exist at each supplier.
If you also have a Supplier user login, you will need to log on as an administrator on the log on
screen. If not you will go straight to the home page.
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1. What is eQAF Supplier Master Data
Supplier master data is information about the core elements required to design, build and ship a
part, for example the labour type and rate.
Saved master data can be reused multiple times, simplifying the completion of eQAFs. It should be
added per manufacturing GSDB vendor code (5 digit). It will then auto- populate fields within the
eQAF.
All Supplier Administrators will have access to display and maintain master data for each for the
manufacturing vendor (5 digit) codes, within that supplier (4 digit code). If you update the master
data it will be available to use in new eQAFs or for eQAF changes (if within the effectivity date). It
will NOT automatically update existing eQAFs.
Completing Supplier master data is not mandatory in completing an eQAF.

Create and Maintain Master Data
Click the master data icon on the left of the supplier administrator screen to view, edit, create or
delete master data.
In the Create Master Data screen (below), you will be prompted to select the type of master data
you want to create upon click the drop down box.

Once you have selected a master data type you will be taken to the relevant screen. The screen
will display any existing master data and it provides the ability to edit or delete existing master
data, as well as create new master data.
Tip: within any master data type, you can use the global search field (below) to search for existing
master data records.
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Labour Type
The Labour Type describes the roles that you use in the production of the part.
The Labour Type screen allows you to view, edit and create specific types of labour. You can search
for an existing Labour Type using the global field search.

The steps within the table below will direct you through which areas to click to carry out an action

To
Add a new row (create new data)
Delete an existing row

Then click

Edit an existing row
Save your changes
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The table below will explain what to populate within fields related to labour type master data
Field

Entry

Add a new row (create new data)

The type of labour used in your production
processes

Delete an existing row

A description of the labour type

Labour Rate
The Labour Rate screen allows you to define labour rates for each of the Labour Types already set
up. These may be specific to a GSDB code (manufacturing location), or may have a specific
effectivity period, for example for a specific programme.
The following fields are calculated based on the entries in the other fields:
•

Total Direct (rate/hour)

•

Indirect Labour (rate/hour)

•

Total Labour (rate/hour)

Note: the Country and Currency fields are prepopulated based on GSDB code, but may be
overwritten.
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Machine Name
The Machine Name screen allows you to view, edit, delete and create records for the machines you
use for producing the part.

Field
GSDB Code

Labour Type
Effectivity Date

Direct Labour
Fringe %

Indirect %

Machine Name
Description

Entry
Select the 5 digit GSDB code from the
dropdown list to define the manufacturing
location, and prepopulate fields (e.g. Currency).
Select the Labour Type from the dropdown list.
Use the calendar to select the date the rate is
effective from. This defines the date that the
rate will be used from.
Enter the rate for the Direct Labour cost.
Enter the Fringe percentage. Fringe benefits are
additions to compensation that companies give
their employees
Enter the Indirect percentage. Indirect labour is
the cost of any labour that supports the
production process, but which is not directly
involved in the active conversion of materials
into finished products.
A name for each machine used in your
production processes
A description of the machine type
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Machine Rate
The Machine Rate screen allows you to define machine rates for each of the Machine Types already
set up. These may be specific to a GSDB code, or may have a specific effectivity period.

Field
GSDB

Machine Name
Effectivity Date

Available Hours Per Year
Dedicated or Shared

Depreciation Time (years)
Machine Investment Cost
Fixed Mfg. O/H Cost (rate/hour)

Entry
Select the 5 digit GSDB code from the
dropdown list to define the manufacturing
location, and prepopulate fields (e.g. Currency).
Select the Machine Name from the dropdown
list.
Use the calendar to select the date the rate is
effective from. This defines the date that the
rate will be used from.
Enter the number of hours per year that the
machine is available for production.
Select whether the machine is Dedicated to the
production of this part for JLR or Shared with
the production of other parts or for other
clients.
Enter the number of years the machine will
depreciate over.
Enter the machine investment cost.
Enter the cost per hour of any fixed
manufacturing overheads.
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Variable Mfg. O/H Cost (rate/hour)

Enter the cost per hour of any variable
manufacturing overheads.

Raw Material
The Raw Material screen lets you view, edit, delete and create data for all materials that are
frequently required to build parts.
Use the global search field to search for an existing Raw Material. An initial set of editable default
materials will be provided, but you can add relevant raw materials that you require.

Field
GSDB
Machine Name
Effectivity Date
Available Hours Per Year
Dedicated or Shared
Depreciation Time (years)
Machine Investment Cost

Entry

These fields will be prefilled from the Global
Master Data, if set up the Buyer Administrator
but may be edited within in the eQAF tabs

Note: The Effectivity date can be set to validate present prices and can be updated as required.

Field
Country

Entry
Select the Country the Raw Material will be
purchased from.
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Currency

Price per UoM
Reclaim Price per UoM

If the raw material is bought from another
country, ensure the correct Currency is
selected.
Enter the price per unit of measure.
Enter the reclaim price per unit of measure.

Supplier Exchange Rate
The Supplier Exchange Rate screen lets you view, edit, delete and create data for various exchange
rates.
An initial set of editable default Exchange Rates will be provided. Use the global search field to
search for an existing Exchange Rate.
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Only the Exchange Rate can be changed. The Exchange Rate is not governed by the Program rate.
The available list of currencies is already defined. It is not possible to delete an exchange rate
record.
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2 . User Administration
User Administration activities can only be completed by the System Administrator; at least one
user will have this role at each supplier.
The User Administrator will control and manage:
•

Supplier Master Data

•

User Management for the eQAF Application

User Management allows you to manage user groups and permission levels for individuals that
need access to the eQAF application.

The User Management screen lets you view, edit, create and delete users’ administration access to
the eQAF application.
There are two types of Supplier User; Primary and Secondary user.
Primary User
Contact name is stored in JLR
Vendor Master
Is recognised in the search
function

Secondary User



X



X

Can receive/ submit eQAFs



X

Can complete details within eQAF





Requires access to Covisint/ JLR
Supplier Portal





To add a new user, click add new user in top right side, then start by entering their email address in
the email field.
If the contact name is stored within JLR Vendor Master, emails will show in the drop down list.
Select the contact that you require.
Under User description- please add Primary user and mark as active.
If the contact name is not stored within JLR Vendor Master, the email address will NOT appear in
the drop down list.
You can still add the user, but you will need to manually complete all of the fields.
Under User description- please add Secondary user and mark as active. Please note these users will
not be able to receive or submit eQAFs.
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If they need to carry out these activiries, please contact your buyer to add them to Vendor Master.
To
Add a new user

Then Click

Save and create user
Edit a user
Update changes
Delete an existing user
Remember to add the correct FSN ID , otherwise the user will not access data within the
application.
Note: ensure you enter the correct FSN ID is correct or users will not be able to log in.

Field
CDS Id / FSN ID

Entry
Enter the users FSN Id. This can be found within
Covisint, on the home page, on the left panel.

Email
First Name
Last Name
Contact Number
User Description
User Active
Indicator
Role Assign

Enter the user Email Address.
Enter the users First Name
Enter the users Last Name.
Enter the users Contact Number.
Enter the users Description e.g. Primary or secondary user.
Trigger if the users access/account is active
Select the users Role e.g. Supplier or Supplier Admin. Permissions will
depend on the role assigned to the user’s access.
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End of guide
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